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FOREWORD
From the Editor

hen 1630-1850 began publication some ten volumes
ago, it stood equally distant in time from this present
volume as the recently launched "New Horizons"
space probe now stands from its destination, the planet Pluto. Ten
years will be required for New Horizons to cross that section of
familiar space over which our sxm rules as king; ten years have been
required for 1630-1830 to sweep through and survey even a modest
cross-section of the astounding events, ideas, and interpretations
circulating during the long era of the Stm King. Ten years of explora
tion—of publishing essays and reviews on offbeat as well as familiar
topics—have, if nothing else, kicked up a certain amount of interstellar,
often genuinely glittery, dust. Curiosities have been uncovered,
misconceptions pulverized, novelties unearthed, collisions recorded,
anomalies observed, and theories revised. Hundreds of scholars have
contributed both major and minor writings to volumes that have
included three hundred or more published items.
The open-endedness of its exploratory mission has allowed 16301830 to blaze, follow, clear, broaden, and re-discover both new and old
trajectories through that vast and nebulous body of cultural phenomena
comprising "modernization." The ten-year retrospective index
contained within this volume is intended to accomplish two tasks
pertinent to an exploratory mission. First, the cumulative index aims
to provide readers of 1630-1830 with a means of navigating the
countless new worlds of scholarly inquiry that have transited its pages
during the last decade. The second purpose goes far beyond service as
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a reference work. Included in this volume are three essays by noted
scholars—Scott Paul Gordon (the long-serving Book Review Editor for
1650—18^0), Theodore E. D. Braun, and John Scanlan—that use the
index as a lens for viewing the development of long-eighteenth-century
studies in recent times. In erudite, entertaining, and meticulously
researched studies, Gordon, Braun, and Scanlan look at the "chaotic
fingerprint" of recent eighteenth-century studies: at that surprisingly
organized impression of research that spontaneously emerges from a
decade of otherwise disconnected index entries. Literary critic and
theorist Gordon, romance language expert Braun, and literary and legal
historian Scanlan treat this cumulative index as a startlingly scientific
oracle emitting retrospectively compelling insights into the modern
study of modernizing cultures. Gordon, Braun, and Scanlan show us
what only time can tell: the serendipitous relationships and hidden
connections among ideas that develop as much in time and space as in
systematic arguments.
Most literary scholars have read about the growth of a poet's mind
as experienced by William Wordsworth and the many other enthusias
tic authors whose works summarized this most self-conscious of "long"
centuries. Gordon, Braun, and Scanlan go the romantic poets one
better by showing the mind of a growing index—an index that will
continue to grow ever more useful as 1650-18^0 moves through its
second decade of publication. Proving that that bidecadal mind is
already cresting new summits is an added special feature in this volume
on David Hume and the interaction of ideas in the long eighteenth
century. Guest-edited by E. M. Dadlez and James Mock and featuring
five essays by prominent Humeans, this special feature suggests that that
unique combination of skepticism, wit, empiricism, scholarship,
anecdote, and interest in the miraculous that gave Hume his own place
in history will continue to enliven the pages of 1650-1830 for decades
to come.
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